
 

Plastic Pollution: Ways To Solve The Problem

Nowadays plastic has polluted our society due to its availability with an enormous amount
everywhere. The more noteworthy our propensity to fabricate and utilize plastics the more
prominent the release is essentially for the aggregation of plastic waste in our condition, which
unfavorably influences life, and homegrown plants in human lifestyles. Plastic goes about as a
toxin influencing streams and seas and influencing an assortment of marine ways of life species
that discovered depleting in the light of the enticement or ingestion of plastic. Moreover, plastic
affects people creatures lives and wild creatures will in well known consume plastic at the same
time as scanning for trash for sustenance.

As for at 2018 380 million tons of plastic created international out of which simply only 9%
recycled and 12% burned while the rest is going to the landfills polluting our surroundings.
Plastic production in such significant scale effects underway of hurtful ozone-depleting
materials, which unfavorably have an effect on the earth.

Wherever plastic is discovered, the fertile power of the earth is decreased and the seeds buried
beneath do not grow. In this way, the land winds up fruitless. Plastic obstructs the drains; the
hundreds of polyethylene pollute the air. As we will be predisposed to throw leftover food
gadgets wrapped into polyethylene creature use up them alongside it, which unfavorably affects
the well-being of creatures even leading to their demise

Marine debris is one of the world’s gagging trouble; Indonesia is one of the maximum
tremendously terrible marine polluter in Indonesia. For this situation, Indonesia is on number 2.
Marine debris has extraordinary fabric sorts for instance glass plastic cardboard and paper. With
that different material type of marine debris, plastics debris is a standout among the extreme
environmental problems of floating clutter in marine debris around the world. As per an
exploration by Jenna Jamback Indonesia is the biggest source of plastic marine waste in
Southeast Asia and number 2 after China that is number 1. Jakarta is one of the biggest guilty
parties followed by other huge cities like Denpasar and Palembang. As indicated by the
Regional Board for Waste Management (BPLHD), '13 percent of Jakarta's waste — somewhere
in the range of 6,000 tons for every day — is plastic litter. Other huge urban communities like
Denpasar and create tremendous amounts of waste 10,725 ton per day in Denpasar and 6,500
tons per day in Palembang. Indonesian waters are the victims of this enormous plastic pollution,
which is causing serious environmental problems.” (Taufan, 2017.). Concerning the Marine
debris pollution around the world and Indonesia is one of the most noticeably bad polluter with
different material types of pollution with plastic for this situation. This essay will examine the
sorts of issues that emerge from huge urban communities with different types of material and
propose several solutions to the problems that could facilitate the plastic contamination in
Indonesia.

The first issue causes by plastic that it pollutes the environment around the world hazardous
that could influence the human prosperity. Plastic varies in many types that spread all over the
ocean. One of an example is a Styrofoam that breaks into little particles, where those particles
called polystyrene, which sink and pollute the ocean. There are sorts of how plastic is lethal for
human. Cadmium and mercury are the immediate danger that originates from plastics. These
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deadly compound established in various fishes in the sea, which is hazardous for individuals to
be eaten up. There is moreover a deadly chemical called diethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP) that
established in plastic, is a dead substance cancer-causing agent. These deadly chemicals could
cause diseases like tumors, birth absconds, insusceptible framework issues, and youth
formative issues. (Andrews, 2012.) 

Secondly, another main issue is the regular causes by plastic contamination is the unsettling
influence in nature biological system. What's more, that plastic contamination found in the sea,
specialist found that the plastic contamination are in a quick extending. The effect is that they
shore to the remote island and winds up in the guts of the death ocean feathered creatures and
marine creatures. On August 2006 Pollution Bulletin, the Marine Mammal Commission
expressed that the measure of wreckage expanded fundamentally that end deadly to the all-
around developed marine creatures. The effect is clear and essentially mechanical. “Individual
animals may become entangled in loops or openings of floating or submerged debris or they
may ingest plastic materials.” (2015)

Putting aside the issues that rise up out of the plastic pollution in Indonesia, a few conceivable
techniques that serve as solutions toward the different problem. First possible solution is
reduce, reuse and recycle. There are ways to diminish of plastic use for items, for instance, re-
production of plastic components in goods like electronic equipment and vehicles. Industry
could be utilized to utilize plastic waste as a crude material as opposed to the primary material,
which is more affordable. At smaller scales, plastic customers could be strengthen to reuse
plastic packs for products, so it won't get squander straight immediately. “Although globally only
a small proportion of plastics get recycled, mechanical recycling has been increasing at 7% per
year in Western Europe.” (2010)

Another solution is by handling it through instruction and adaptation, for example, an
organization called Avani Eco, this organization produces things like cassava carrier bag,
takeaway food containers which are manufactured from sugar stick, in addition, straw formed
from corn stratch, Kevin Kumala who is the author of the idea expressing that biodegrade
relatively quick and leave no poisonous. (2017)

The third and last solution is eco plastic. Regardless of the way, that this solution resembles the
previous one, this method is being controlled by the government with aim that state Indonesia
aim for utilizing eco plastic to decrease the waste plastic sacks, which are difficult to weaken by
2021. We will continue to encourage retailers to use environmentally friendly plastic with the
Indonesian National Standard (SNI). “We have made the plan and hopefully there are changes
in the utilization of plastic,' Director General for Waste Management R. Sudirman of the
Environmental Affairs and Forestry Ministry. (2017)

In the wake of assessing the solutions, the best technique is by all accounts the first solution,
which reduce, reuse and recycle. Despite the way that using eco plastic is by all accounts more
simple than the others for native by simply using it, , there is no confirmation so far about eco
plastic and individuals is by all accounts using plastic bag a lot. “The United Nations has
declared war on plastic. In an unexpected announcement, which was emerged from the
Economist World Ocean Summit in Bali, the UN officially launched its ‘Clean Seas’ campaign.
This is to wipe out real wellsprings of pollution, incorporating micro plastics in cosmetics and
single-use disposable plastics, by pressuring ministry and individuals to rethink the way goods
are packaged and their own shopping habits.” (Martinko, 2017)
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To total everything up, plastic waste is a danger that we should dispose of taking stringent
activities in type of powerful waste transfer, more grounded strategy actions, and exacting
usage of laws and through general consciousness of open about the risks of plastic waste. 
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